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About This Game
Adrenaline rushing, fast-paced roomscale SciFi shooter for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift
VR Shooter Guns is about bare survival in a sci-fi environment.
Skill, speed and tactics are required.
You'll get so sweaty that you can skip the gym afterwards.
Fight your way through a space station to escape evil robots!
In a distant future, petty humans only exist to consume what gigantic automated robot facilities are producing.
These vast factories floating in space have been built by generations of both, humans and robots.
You are one of those solitary humans, whose job hasn't been replaced by androids yet.
Alone in space with the sole purpose to supervise the assembly during endless boring shifts.
And the Artificial Intelligence watches you.
Nothing ever happens.
Until NOW.

Cool Features

Nine languages: English, French, German, Portuguese-Brazil, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Korean, Japanese
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Four challenging levels
15 and 30 Minute runs for highscore
Endless permadeath mode for skilled players
Increasing difficulty with each round
Global Highscore
HTC Vive and Oculus Rift supported
Built from the ground up for virtual reality!
Perfect for social VR challenges with your buddies!
Free Locomotion support!
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: VR Shooter Guns
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cykyria
Publisher:
Cykyria
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10 64bit
Processor: i5
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX970 or better
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Both kids, their friends, and adults have had a ridiculously fun time with this game in my house. *Very* worth it as something
to show off that can draw in people who normally might not even be into gaming.. I shipped a cargo of extra time to a colony of
pantomime psychologists because a space clown told me they would fetch a good price. The bat who tells me if I'm flying in the
wrong direction is a little\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665who doesn't want to do his job. I tried to prove my ship isn't
haunted and was terrorized by sentient space-cold. My aunt made cookies but wouldn't let me have any, then I died when I
turned too slowly and ran into an asteroid. 10\/10, would let me aunt bully me into hiring her again.. The best I can say about
this is that I did enjoy the 15 minutes I spent in it, but that was all the time it took to complete all 36 levels. The levels
themselves were very easy, and took at most 5-15 seconds per level. Non of them are that hard. The description is an out-right
lie, with almost non of it actually being in the game. Not worth the $2 pricetag in my opinion.. I'm currently playing through this
game and it's really cool so far. I love the soundtrack, dialogue and all the clever little nods to famous movies, characters and
even video games, not to mention the great little self-aware comments the protagonist makes while exploring the camp (such as
"why do I keep searching things that are obviously empty").
The story is straight out of an 80s horror/slasher film so far and that's not a bad thing; fans of the genre will feel right at home
and will no doubt appreciate how much thought has gone into creating such an awesome, authentic experience.
I think Camp Sunshine is absolutely worth the price (and I haven't even finished it yet!) so if the look and theme of it appeals to
you, I'd definitely recommend playing it yourself!
I've been doing a let's play too, so here's the link to part 1 if you're interested!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQ1GAc3JXGU
. Painful. I'm you from the future: please don't buy this crap. Ever. And now you can kill me. Sorrow out.. I bought it on a whim
and its actually a lot of fun. Going to play it with the wife, seems like a game that is a lot fun with buddies.
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I don't know how I feel about this game to be honest. I'm 'torn', pun intended.
The games premise itself Is perfectly fine and held my interest from beginning to end; solving puzzles from room to room. It did
get monotonous at times, but it wasn't too bad, and I enjoyed it for the most part.
The story though is where I kind of felt let down. I'll try not to spoil it but things might slip through the cracks. The beginning of
the game gives you a sense of awe and wonder as you discover a strange house in the woods. The whole feel of the game from
then on is magical and amazing as you explore more of the house and help some old scientist recover his lost memories. Each
completed room makes you want to move on to the next one to uncover more secrets about the house and the scientist who lived
there. Even the music itself is mysterious and matched the general mood of the game nicely.
Then the ending comes, and everything wonderful and magical and amazing about the game is brutally stomped on by a VERY
real, heavy, and out of nowhere twist ending that left me staring at the scrolling credits thinking "what? What was that?". It was
so jarring and out of place for the mysterious mood that the game began with and held for the majority of its duration.
I honestly expected some final showdown with a mad scientist, using the tools and puzzle soving methods you learned in each
room. Instead I was treated to what amounts to a lengthy cutscene that actually kind of annoyed me.
I reccommend the game for its price and because it entertained me for 5 hours as a puzzle game. But as I appreciate stories over
gameplay, I felt let down.. the map was ok but short and easy, if you compare it to illusion. unless you want to get disappointed
you should play this before you do illusion.. World of SUbways 4 is a good game. The sound is good expecialy in the tunnels.
The graphics are overall good, in the tunnels very good bur the textures of the houses overground are very the same. If you want
to drive in tunnels you´re better with World of Subways 3. The passanger AI is very bad. Omsi passangers are much more
intelligent. Overall its a good game and everyone who likes to drive overground a metro is right here.
Because I love tunnels and London my opinion is
World of Subways 4 is good, World of Subways 3 is better.. Absolute\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I tried loading
this game 8 times in both languages and had it freeze on a black loading screen every time. Wasn't even able to start a new game
once. Devolopers should be ashamed. This is not a finished product, but more a completely untested, bugged, rough draft.. XWing (Alliance) is a game that is not only "Starwars" on the shiny surface. Gets you deeper into a Starwars experience than a
texture mod for Batllefield ever will.. Great game and Great story. nice and playable...but with lack of adventure...
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